
The Apple 301 

Chapter 301-Two Days Without Fighting 

 

Finished! Eggs! It was over! 

 

What did she just say? She didn’t say anything! 

 

He definitely didn’t hear anything! 

 

That’s right! He didn’t hear it! 

 

Li Yan stared at Qiao Mu for a few seconds before shifting his gaze to Yu Yiduo. He raised his hand and 

waved the phone in his hand. His voice was cold as he said, ” Mom, my dad called. I was on speaker just 

now. Coincidentally, he heard everything you said. ‘ 

 

Yu Yiduo was shocked. The next second, the man’s voice came from the phone, “”You restless woman, 

how dare you insult my dignity behind my back? If I don’t beat you up in two days, I’ll tear apart the roof 

tiles! Just you wait, I’ll fly back immediately to settle the score with you! Running away from home 

counts!” 

 

Run away from home? Qiao Mu blinked. So, this great aunt secretly returned to the country? 

 

However, what bothered her was that Li Yan’s father’s temper was really not ordinary! 

 

Alright, it would be strange if he didn’t get angry after being insulted by his wife! 

 

At the thought of this, Qiao Mu glanced at a certain man, and her eyes met his icy cold gaze. She 

immediately shrunk her head and lowered it. 

 

Yu Yiduo stared at Li Yan angrily and pointed her finger at him. She mouthed silently, “”How dare you 

scheme against your mother!” 



 

Li Yan raised his eyebrows disapprovingly and placed the phone in Yu Yiduo’s hand. 

 

Yu Yiduo immediately lowered her voice. ” Hubby, you heard wrong. I didn’t say that! 

 

“You still want to quibble? Do you think that not only is my body not good, but my ears are also broken? 

If it wasn’t for my heartache and reluctance to let you suffer, would the Li family have only one son? 

Didn’t you want to give birth? 

 

Alright, it’s not too late to survive now …” 

 

Yu Yiduo’s expression changed, but in front of her future daughter-in-law, she couldn’t lose face. She 

straightened her back and shouted into the phone, ‘”‘ Li, who are you yelling at? I haven’t forgotten that 

you went to seduce your business partner. Not only did you not admit your mistake, but you also acted 

arrogantly in front of me. Do you not want to live a good life anymore? ” “Didn’t you say that my body 

can’t do it? Since I can’t, how can I seduce others?” 

 

Yu Yiduo’s confidence was very lacking, and she immediately left the room with her phone. Outside the 

room, Qiao Mu could faintly hear Yu Yiduo’s pleading voice. ‘”‘Hubby, calm down. I’m not angry with 

you anymore. Don’t be angry either. I’m just thinking about the future generations of the Li family. It’s 

worth it to sacrifice your reputation so that the Li family can continue to have descendants… 

 

Qiao Mu was speechless. 

 

She had never expected Li Yan’s parents to be like this! 

 

This was really a family of living treasures! 

 

Just as Qiao Mu’s attention was still on the content of the call, she faintly felt an iceberg beside her 

begin to melt. 

 

The surrounding cold air spread out, and she could not help but shiver. 



 

She raised her head timidly and smiled at the cold face. ” Uncle, your mother is really interesting. ” 

 

His cold eyes narrowed bit by bit. ” You’re not bad either! ” 

 

Qiao Mu didn’t know how to respond. In any case, whatever she said now would be wrong. The man’s 

expression was too frightening! 

 

She immediately opened her mouth wide and yawned. Rubbing her eyes, she said pitifully, ” Uncle, I’m 

sleepy. It seems like the medicine is taking effect. 

 

These words were hinting to him that she was sick and injured. Even if he wanted to settle the score 

with her, he had to let her off on account that she was a patient! 

 

To Qiao Mu’s surprise, Li Yan did not vent his anger on her.. Instead…He turned around and walked out! 

Chapter 302: The Little Thing’s Dissatisfaction 

 

Could it be that this man’s self-esteem had been hurt and he did not want to face her anymore? 

 

When did he become so vulnerable? 

 

Unfortunately, in the next second, Qiao Mu realized that she was indulging in wild fantasies! 

 

Li Yan did not step out of the room. Instead, he walked to the door and closed 

 

With a click, the door was locked! 

 

. What was he trying to do? 

 

Was he going to beat her up behind closed doors? 



 

Qiao Mu instantly tensed up. Seeing the man approaching her step by step, she laughed dryly. ” Well, 

Uncle, your parents seem to be quarreling. Do you want to go over and comfort your mother? ” 

 

Li Yan’s lips curled up coldly. ” I can’t interfere in their matters. I only want to interfere in your matters 

now! ” 

 

Qiao Mu panicked and involuntarily retreated. The man’s lips curled into a faint smile. His sinister and 

evil appearance was really scary, alright? 

 

Suddenly, the smile on his face widened. He lifted his hand and hooked it around her chin, looking at her 

darkly. ” Your body can’t take it, can it? ” 

 

Qiao Mu only felt her legs go weak and almost fell to her knees. She retreated to the side of the bed and 

had nowhere to retreat to, so she hurriedly jumped onto the bed and burrowed into the blanket. 

 

She pulled the blanket over her entire body and stared at him with her big eyes. She admitted her 

mistake without any backbone. “Uncle, I was wrong. I didn’t do it on purpose. Please don’t hold it 

against me, okay?” 

 

Li Yan completely ignored Qiao Mu’s pleas and walked to the bedside unhurriedly. 

 

He leaned closer to her and spoke in a cold and masculine voice, ” Little thing, I didn’t know that you 

were so dissatisfied with my performance! ‘ 

 

Qiao Mu shook her head and mumbled with a red face, “”Uncle, I’m very satisfied!” 

 

“Is that so? Satisfied isn’t something that can be said with words. Since you’re so dissatisfied, I don’t 

mind showing you a good performance.” 

 

The man’s words made Qiao Mu blush. Before she could respond, his tall body pressed against her, not 

giving her a chance to hesitate. 



 

Qiao Mu sensed his seriousness and immediately tensed up. She glared at him pitifully and reminded 

him, “”My back is injured!” 

 

This reason was like a gold medal that was thrown out. 

 

She thought that he wouldn’t be able to do anything to her then. 

 

However, the man chuckled disapprovingly. ” It’s okay, then lie down! ” 

 

Qiao Mu was speechless. 

 

This beast! She was injured, but he still refused to let her go! 

 

Most importantly, his mother was in the room next door. Although their relationship was ambiguous, 

was it really okay for them to sleep together openly in front of his great-aunt? 

 

Where was her niece’s image? 

 

Next, Qiao Mu no longer had the energy to think about these things… The man’s low and hoarse voice 

rang in her ears.”Little thing, is your man’s body alright?” 

 

Qiao Mu’s face was flushed red. She buried her face in the blanket and refused to make a sound, but the 

man’s laughter above her head was so flamboyant that it was asking for a beating! 

 

It seems like I really can’t. Don’t worry, I’ll continue to work hard! ‘ 

 

.. Work hard your sister! 

 

This bastard! 



 

At this moment, someone knocked on the door. 

 

Qiao Mu’s body instantly stiffened, scaring Little White so much that it instantly turned from red to 

white. 

 

Outside the door, Yu Yiduo’s ambiguous voice sounded, “”Son, Mumu is still sick. You guys should rest 

early!” 

 

Li Yan’s eyes darkened. Was his mother unwilling to see him have a woman? She had to go against him! 

 

Yu Yiduo, who was standing outside the door, said to the tightly shut door before returning to her room 

with satisfaction. 

 

Let him scheme against her! She had come over to delay his good things.. When his biological son 

needed revenge, he had to take revenge! 

Chapter 303: You Are A Member Of The Li Family 

 

Qiao Mu felt that she had lost all her face and could no longer face anyone! 

 

A certain man seemed to have been injected with chicken blood and did not treat her as a patient at all! 

 

She finally realized that a man’s dignity could not be hurt! 

 

That night, Qiao Mu paid a painful price for saying the wrong thing! 

 

The next day, when Qiao Mu went downstairs with her severely injured waist, she saw Yu Yiduo looking 

at her ambiguously. 

 

Qiao Mu’s small face flushed red. Although she wanted to pretend that nothing had happened, she 

could not do it! 



 

Yu Yiduo smiled slyly and leaned in front of Qiao Mu, whispering, “”Little Mu Mu, you don’t look too 

good. Did you sleep too late last night? Looks like my son’s health is quite good!” 

 

As she spoke, Yu Yiduo patted Qiao Mu’s shoulder comfortingly. 

 

“Qiao Mu silently fled into the dining room and buried her head in her meal. 

 

Li Yan looked at the little thing’s flushed face and said calmly, “”Mom, my dad is already on his way back 

to China. He’ll be back to pick you up soon.” 

 

Yu Yiduo slammed the table hard and said arrogantly, ” My freedom in life is in my own hands! ” 

 

Li Yan looked up. ” I thought you didn’t like coming back to China? Don’t you 

 

want to leave?” 

 

“I really don’t want to come back. The air here smells uncomfortable, especially when I’m so close to 

that woman. I can’t sleep well at night!” Yu Yiduo paused and looked at Qiao Mu. She reached out to 

pinch Qiao Mu’s cheek and smiled. ” However, seeing that she raised my daughter-in-law so lovingly, I’ll 

stay here 

 

and accompany Little Mu Mu! ” 

 

Qiao Mu’s chopsticks paused. She finally understood that the woman Yu Yiduo was talking about was Yu 

Tingyun! 

 

Looking at Yu Yiduo’s expression when she mentioned Yu Tingyun, he knew that their conflict was deep! 

 

Yu Yiduo saw Qiao Mu’s dazed reaction, and she was afraid that Qiao Mu would misunderstand, so she 

immediately comforted her, ‘”‘ Be good, Little Mu Mu. I’ve always been a person who makes a clear 



distinction between kindness and hatred. I won’t implicate you. You’re a member of the Li family. You 

have nothing to do with that Yu guy! ‘ 

 

Your surname is Yu too.” 

 

“Cough, that seems to be the case! However, after so many years, I have long regarded myself as 

someone with the surname Li!” As Yu Yiduo spoke, she suddenly pulled a long face and glared at Qiao 

Mu warningly. ” What did I tell you yesterday? He wanted to change the way he addressed her! You’re 

going to marry into our Li family in the future. If you keep calling me great-aunt, others will think that 

you’re fooling around with my son…” 

 

“Mom!” Li Yan interrupted her helplessly. 

 

Bah! Bah! Bah! What did I say? Don’t teach our Little Mu Mu bad things! ” 

 

Qiao Mu’s face darkened. This great aunt really treated her as her future daughter-in-law! However, it 

was clearly not like that. She glanced at Li Yan’s dark expression. Was he unhappy? 

 

After hesitating for a moment, Qiao Mu explained in a low voice, “”Aunt, actually, Uncle and I are not 

what you think…” 

 

Li Yan’s eyes flashed coldly when he heard that. He raised his head slightly and looked at the little thing 

who was about to explain. 

 

This mouth that needed to be taught a lesson. If he didn’t say something that angered him, he wouldn’t 

be at ease! 

 

Yu Yiduo was an experienced person. Seeing the expressions of the two, she immediately understood 

what was going on. 

 

After all, Li Yan was her biological son. She knew her son’s character very well. 

 



He was cold and aloof, but he only knew how to act cool. Back then, when Little Mu Mu was especially 

warm to him, he had always looked indifferent.. Now, he had not improved at all! 

Chapter 304: I’ll Protect Your Woman! 

 

“Little Mu Mu, what if it’s not what I think?” Yu Yiduo laughed. Alright, I understand. Don’t explain. An 

explanation is a cover-up!” 

 

Qiao Mu was helpless. Yu Yiduo had misunderstood her relationship with Li Yan. They were not at the 

stage where they were talking about marriage, but Yu Yiduo’s attitude made her speechless. 

 

It was a fact that she was living with Li Yan now. No matter how much she explained, it would not be 

clear. 

 

Alright, ” Yu Yiduo continued, ” I told you to change the way you address me, but you didn’t listen. You 

kept calling me grandma. Am I that old? ” If you can’t, just call me Mom. It’s just a matter of time!” 

 

Qiao Mu almost choked on Yu Yiduo’s words. She coughed lightly and still called out, ” Auntie. ‘ 

 

Although Yu Yiduo was disappointed, she quickly comforted herself. Anyway, calling her mom was just a 

matter of time! 

 

After the meal, Qiao Mu’s phone rang. It was a call from Yu Tingyun. 

 

Her expression turned cold. After hesitating for a moment, she picked up the pnone ana sala, ” Hello. 

 

Yu Tingyun’s voice came from the phone. “Qiao Mu, come home for dinner tonight. 

 

“I have something to do and won’t be returning…” 

 

“It was your father who asked me to contact you. You should give him an explanation about you being 

sent to the police station!” 



 

Qiao Mu could only agree. 

 

After hanging up, Qiao Mu looked at Li Yan. ” Uncle, I’m going home today. ” 

 

Li Yan nodded and said calmly, ” Go early and come back early. ‘ . Alright, it’s the early return again! 

 

“I’ll go home with Mumu!” Yu Yiduo stood up immediately. 

 

Li Yan frowned. ” Mom, you don’t have to see her. ‘ 

 

“What are you afraid of? She needs my son’s help in her business now. Am I afraid that she will bully me 

like before?” Yu Yiduo patted her chest arrogantly. Don’t worry, leave your woman to me. I’ll protect 

her! ” 

 

Qiao Mu didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 

 

When Yu Yiduo said that she was bullied by Yu Tingyun, Qiao Mu was momentarily surprised, but she 

quickly calmed down. Yu Tingyun was definitely capable of doing such a thing! 

 

Although Yu Yiduo was Yu Tingyun’s aunt, the two of them were about the same age. Moreover, Yu 

Yiduo was so carefree and innocent. A hypocritical woman like Yu Tingyun would do anything! 

 

When Qiao Mu and Yu Yiduo arrived at the Qiao family’s residence, Yu Tingyun was the only one at 

home. On weekdays, Yu Tingyun was sitting in the living room and reading documents. It was obvious 

that she had deliberately stayed at home to wait for someone! 

 

Hearing the door open, Yu Tingyun put down her documents and stood up. Just as she was about to say 

something, a light voice came from the door. “After so long, I didn’t expect the decorations in the Qiao 

family’s villa to not change at all. It’s still so … Shabby!” 

 



Yu Tingyun’s body stiffened. She turned to look at the person in disbelief. Her pupils constricted, and the 

shock in her eyes turned into disgust! 

 

Yu Yiduo looked around the room and her eyes fell on Yu Tingyun. ” Why are you so surprised to see 

me? ” 

 

Yu Tingyun smiled. ” Auntie, when did you come back? ” 

 

“Don’t call me aunt. I don’t have a niece older than me.” Yu Yiduo looked disgusted. ” I’ve been away for 

ten years. I should come back and see how miserable some people are now! ‘ 

 

Qiao Mu couldn’t help but laugh when she saw Yu Tingyun’s extremely ugly expression. She secretly 

gave her a thumbs up. This great aunt was simply too awesome! 120 likes! 

 

Qiao Mu finally understood that Li Yan had inherited his venomous tongue from his mother! 

 

Although it wasn’t very convincing to say that Yu Tingyun was down and out, it was undeniable when it 

came from Yu Yiduo.. 

Chapter 305: Yu Tingyun I s Bane 

 

No matter how glorious Yu Tingyun was, she was nothing compared to Yu Yiduo. 

 

On the surface, Yu Yiduo had a husband who loved her and a son who was so powerful that no one 

could compare to her. She was in her forties, but she still had the innocence of a twenty-year-old girl. No 

matter what, she was the envy of all women! 

 

Yu Tingyun worked so hard to be a strong woman and protect her image as a good wife and mother. She 

was so insidious and hypocritical that people hated her. She also had a disappointing daughter. 

Compared to her, the difference was like heaven and earth! 

 

Yu Yiduo came prepared, but Yu Tingyun was caught off guard and was shocked by Yu Yiduo’s 

appearance. 



 

Thinking of the woman who was bullied and chased out of the Yu family back then, she was now so 

glorious that she was jealous. The anger in her heart could not be suppressed! 

 

Although the Li family was very powerful ten years ago, there was only Li Zheng at that time. If the Li 

family wanted to compete with the Qiao and Yu families, they might not have much of an advantage. 

 

At that time, Li Yan had only just revealed his edge, but now…Things were really different now! 

 

Yu Tingyun knew what was most important at the moment. She couldn’t offend Yu Yiduo! 

 

Suppressing her anger, Yu Tingyun smiled and said, “”Auntie, look at what you’re saying. Although we’re 

about the same age, according to seniority, I should call you Auntie. I was young and insensible in the 

past. Please forgive me.” 

 

Heh, you were still young when you were thirty. You’re indeed insensible. It seems that my late brother 

didn’t teach you well. I can’t blame him. He didn’t teach himself well, so it’s normal for his daughter to 

be unable to teach well. ‘ Yu Yiduo smiled and said those infuriating words. 

 

“My father has already passed away. Why are you targeting him?” Yu Tingyun’s face instantly turned 

ashen, and her face tensed up. She turned her gaze to Qiao Mu and asked with a gloomy expression, 

“Qiao Mu, why did you come back with auntie? ‘ 

 

Just as Qiao Mu was about to speak, Yu Yiduo beat her to it and said, “”We met at the door. When I saw 

her back, I thought that this girl was your daughter. But when I saw her beautiful face, I was sure that 

she was definitely not your daughter. How could you have such a beautiful daughter?” 

 

Qiao Mu was speechless. 

 

These words were really vicious! 

 

However, it was too moving! 



 

It was so pleasant that Yu Tingyun’s face turned red with anger! 

 

This was Yu Tingyun’s nemesis! 

 

Yu Yiduo sat down on the sofa leisurely, not intending to leave. 

 

Yu Tingyun’s expression was ugly, but she couldn’t chase him away. 

 

Looking at Qiao Mu, Yu Tingyun said coldly, “Qiao Mu, come upstairs with me. I have something to tell 

you. ‘ 

 

She wanted to make it clear to Qiao Mu before Qiao Jiannan returned home that she absolutely would 

not allow Qiao Mu to obtain the Qiao Corporation’s shares! 

 

Qiao Mu glanced at Yu Yiduo and indifferently said, “”Aunt Yun, there are guests at home. It’s not good 

for us to go upstairs like this, right?” 

 

“I have something important to tell you!” 

 

“But I have nothing important to tell you.” Qiao Mu refused without giving him any face. 

 

Yu Tingyun clenched her fists. She couldn’t let Yu Yiduo see her dirty laundry! 

 

Yu Tingyun was furious when she saw Yu Yiduo’s thick skin and refusal to leave. This woman was still the 

same as before. She was an eyesore! 

 

Yu Tingyun already hated Qiao Mu for being alone at home, and now that Yu Yiduo was here, she was so 

angry that she wanted to go crazy! 

 



In contrast to Yu Tingyun’s anger, Qiao Mu and Yu Yiduo sat on the sofa as if nothing had happened and 

looked down at their phones. 

Chapter 306: Cute Aunt 

 

She looked up at Yu Yiduo. She didn’t look at her, so she added her as a friend. 

 

Just as he passed, he received a message. 

 

Little Red Riding Hood: ” Mumu, your stepmother looks terrible. I feel so happy to see her like this! ” 

 

” Aunty, ” Blockhead said, ” I really admire you for making Yu Tingyun so angry! 

 

“It’s nothing!” After my verification, your relationship with her is indeed very bad. I’m relieved now. 

She’s indeed a member of the Li family!” 

 

Qiao Mu was speechless. 

 

On the other side, Yu Yiduo was gloating over Qiao Mu’s misfortune, making Qiao Mu not know whether 

to laugh or cry. 

 

Then, he looked at Yu Tingyun, whose face was as ugly as it could get. 

 

Qiao Mu lowered her head and sent a message. ” Auntie, Yu Tingyun looks like she wants to chase me 

away. 

 

Little Red Riding Hood: ” She wouldn’t dare. She has a favor to ask of my son. Even if she’s angry, she has 

to endure it! I can’t leave. I promised my son that I would protect his woman!” 

 

The corners of Qiao Mu’s mouth twitched. This great aunt was really too adorable! 

 



Yu Yiduo really wanted to brag to Yu Tingyun that Qiao Mu was her future daughter-in-law, but 

unfortunately, she couldn’t say it now! 

 

What a pity! Yu Tingyun didn’t like such a cute little girl. She really didn’t know her place! 

 

Thinking about it, it made sense. Yu Tingyun was a disgusting woman, and anyone she liked was equally 

disgusting! 

 

Yu Tingyun couldn’t help but find a topic. “”Auntie, we haven’t contacted each other all these years. 

How have you been?” 

 

Yu Yiduo said lazily, ” It’s alright. I just eat, drink, and have fun all day. My husband and son can make 

money, but they don’t need me. All I can do is spend money. Unlike you, you only know how to make 

money. You’re a successful woman. You’re better than me in everything since you were young. Yu 

Enterprise is really thriving under your management! ” 

 

After Yu Yiduo finished speaking, the smile on Yu Tingyun’s face disappeared and her lips sank. 

 

These words sounded like praise, but they were bragging and mocking! 

 

For a woman, who wouldn’t want to find a husband to dote on and enjoy the good times every day? 

 

Even if Yu Tingyun liked to be a strong woman, Yu Enterprise’s current situation was not good at all. 

Otherwise, she wouldn’t have thought of ways to cooperate with Li Enterprise! 

 

Although Yu Tingyun had tried her best to prevent Yu Yiduo from inheriting Yu Enterprise, she still 

managed to get a portion of the shares. She received dividends every year, so she knew that Yu 

Enterprise had been going downhill for the past two years! 

 

If it wasn’t for the Qiao Corporation, who knew what Yu Corporation would have become! 

 



Right at this moment, Qiao Mu indifferently echoed, ‘”‘That’s right, Auntie. You also think that Aunt Yun 

is very powerful, don’t you? Aunt Yun is more capable 

 

than any man. She’s my father’s right-hand man. Whether it’s work or life, she takes care of it very well! 

 

More capable than a man…A right-hand man… 

 

It was really ironic to use these two words on a woman! 

 

Yu Tingyun was so angry that she almost wanted to curse at him without caring about her image! 

 

Suddenly, Yu Yiduo’s phone rang. She answered the call and called out, ” 

 

Hubby. ” 

 

Yu Yiduo was shocked by what the person on the other end of the phone said. ‘ You’ve arrived at the 

capital’s airport? Alright, alright, I’ll pick you up immediately! ” 

 

When Li Zheng returned, Yu Yiduo had no choice but to retreat. 

 

As soon as Yu Yiduo left, Yu Tingyun’s expression changed without any concealment, and she shifted all 

her anger onto Qiao Mu. “”Qiao Mu, you’re really something. You’re already speaking up for Yu Yiduo 

the moment you saw her. Do you think you can get close to Li Yan by sucking up to her? Don’t forget 

that when I asked you to lure Li Yan, he didn’t take the bait at all!” 

Chapter 307: Go or Not Go! 

 

Looking at Yu Tingyun’s disgusting face, Qiao Mu really wanted to laugh. 

 

Aunt Yun, it’s fine if you hate me, but you can’t even accept your own aunt. Don’t you think you’re very 

pitiful? ” 

 



“Qiao Mu!” Yu Tingyun was so angry that her chest heaved up and down as she glared fiercely at Qiao 

Mu. Her virtuous image had long vanished. 

 

She picked up a document from the coffee table and threw it in front of Qiao Mu. “”Sign this contract!” 

 

Contract? 

 

Qiao Mu’s eyes turned cold. ” What’s this? ‘ 

 

“I want you to reach an agreement with me. You can’t take away a single part of the Qiao family’s 

assets!” 

 

Qiao Mu looked as if she had heard the funniest joke in the world and found it extremely laughable. ” 

The Qiao family belongs to my father. Regardless of whether I want the family assets or not, why should 

I reach an agreement with you? Even if you want me to agree, isn’t your attitude too bad? Is this the 

attitude you have when you ask for help?” 

 

“Beg you? Qiao Mu, you owe me this. For so many years, you, an illegitimate daughter, ruined my 

originally happy life. If you have a conscience, don’t even think about taking a single cent from the Qiao 

family!” 

 

Qiao Mu smiled coldly and picked up the document on the coffee table. Without even looking at the 

contents, she tore the document into two! 

 

Yu Tingyun’s face turned ashen following Qiao Mu’s actions! 

 

“Qiao Mu, you really don’t know what’s good for you!” Yu Tingyun took a deep breath and said, ” I know 

you applied for an exchange student at school. Since you want to leave, I’ll grant your wish, but you 

don’t appreciate it! ‘ 

 

Qiao Mu’s pupils constricted. Yu Tingyun actually found out about this! 

 



Yu Tingyun continued, ” This contract allows you to give up the Qiao family’s assets, but I can give you a 

sum of money. As long as your exchange student quota is approved, you can live in Hong Kong with this 

money until you graduate. After you graduate, if you need it, I can find you a job in Hong Kong. Isn’t that 

what you want? As long as you leave the Qiao family, I can help you 

 

with anything!” 

 

So that was how it was! Yu Tingyun couldn’t wait for her to leave. This was too beneficial for Yu Tingyun! 

 

Qiao Mu had never thought of fighting over anything, but it was one thing for her to be willing, and 

another for others to force her! 

 

Qiao Mu turned around and walked upstairs, coldly saying, “”Don’t even think about interfering in my 

life!” 

 

“What do you mean? You don’t want to leave?” Yu Tingyun roared at Qiao Mu’s back. 

 

Qiao Mu stopped in her tracks. Ignoring Yu Tingyun, she went straight upstairs. 

 

Yu Tingyun stared at Qiao Mu’s back with a twisted expression. She gritted her teeth and took out her 

phone to call her assistant.”Go and do something for me…” 

 

Inside the room, Qiao Mu leaned against the door and looked up at the ceiling. 

 

For so many years, she had been bullied by Yu Tingyun and her daughter in the Qiao family. All she 

wanted was to leave the Qiao family and live her own life when she grew up! 

 

He was determined to leave, but why did he feel so emotional when he heard Yu Tingyun’s question, ” 

You don’t want to leave? ” 

 

Facing this question, she really hesitated! 

 



Her phone rang, and Qiao Mu sighed. She turned on her phone and froze when she saw the message. 

 

The message was from Han Su. It was a simple sentence:” Mu Mu, congratulations. The results of your 

application are out. You’ve received an exchange student spot! ” 

 

This was really adding to the chaos, and it had to be at this time! 

 

She had not figured out what she was thinking just now, but at this moment, she received such a 

definite result! 

 

Before this, she had thought that if she could not get the spot, she would not be able to leave even if 

she wanted to! 

 

However, there was no ‘maybe’! 

 

At this moment, she only had one problem: Run, or not run! 

 

Even if he wanted to, he didn’t want to! 

Chapter 308: There Are No ‘If’s 

 

Qiao Mu gripped her phone tightly. She didn’t know how to respond to that message, so she decided 

not to reply. 

 

She lay on the bed, her heart felt like it was being crushed by a huge stone, so heavy that she couldn’t 

breathe. 

 

She never thought that one day, she would hesitate to leave the Qiao family! 

 

Her phone rang. Qiao Mu picked up a pillow and buried her head in it, not wanting to bother with the 

phone. 

 



However, it seemed that the other party was deliberately going against her and kept ringing. She 

impatiently took out her phone from her pocket and answered the call without looking at it. 

 

“Who is it?!” he asked in a very unpleasant tone. 

 

After she finished speaking, the other party did not say anything. This made her frown 

 

“I’m hanging up if you don’t say anything!” she said with her eyes closed. 

 

Just as Qiao Mu was about to lose her patience, she heard a low and magnetic voice from the other end 

of the phone. ” I haven’t seen you in two hours. Your temper has gotten worse. ‘ 

 

Qiao Mu’s body stiffened, and she abruptly raised her head to look at the caller ID. It was indeed Li Yan! 

 

F * ck! Why did he have such a bad attitude towards Li Yan? 

 

Qiao Mu immediately laughed dryly. ” Uncle, I was just about to catch up on sleep, so I didn’t see the 

caller ID, so I didn’t know it was you. ” 

 

” You should really catch up on your sleep. Come back early after you catch up on your sleep. ‘ 

 

The man’s voice carried a hint of a smile, and his tone was extremely ambiguous. When Qiao Mu heard 

it, she couldn’t help but blush and her heart beat faster. 

 

This man was always so indecent. Every word he said was full of hints! 

 

However, she gradually got used to him being like this. Compared to his fierce attitude towards her, she 

preferred him being like this. 

 

Qiao Mu realized that Li Yan’s attitude toward her had unknowingly improved a lot! 



 

In the beginning, she was only cautious and cautious towards him. She was careful not to anger him. 

Slowly, she would occasionally be willful in front of him. When he was angry, the timidity in her heart 

was not so deep. 

 

Their relationship was constantly changing! 

 

Just now, Li Yan’s words of ‘come back early’ had made her heavy heart even heavier! 

 

She took a deep breath and asked nervously, “”Uncle, what if I don’t come back?” 

 

“Not going back?” Li Yan’s tone still carried a faint smile. In an instant, his voice became softer. ” Do you 

think I’ll give you this chance? ” 

 

Qiao Mu’s heart tightened. This answer was within her expectations. 

 

To Li Yan, everything was in his hands. She was just a small character. How could she escape from his 

control? 

 

However, she still insisted, “”1 mean, what if I have this chance? What will happen to Uncle?” 

 

Qiao Mu really wanted to know how Li Yan would react if she really left. 

 

There was no sound from the other side, which made Qiao Mu even more nervous. Her heart beat 

faster, and in the next second, the man’s voice rang out. There were only four words, and they were 

filled with a cold chill. “There are no ifs!” 

 

There were no ifs…His firm words shattered all of Qiao Mu’s imaginations! 

 

The man’s voice rang out immediately after. ” Little thing, why are you suddenly asking this question? 

What are you thinking? ” 



 

“No!” Qiao Mu immediately denied it without thinking. Even through the phone, she could feel the 

coldness emanating from the man opposite her. 

 

Hmph! ” Li Yan snorted coldly.. ” That better be the case! However, even if you have any thoughts, I will 

crush them for you!” 

Chapter 309: She Had Been Planning to Leave! 

 

After being warned by Li Yan, Qiao Mu became even more frustrated. 

 

After hanging up the phone, she was in a daze. A voice in her heart said,Qiao Mu, admit it. You don’t 

want to leave at all! 

 

Qiao Mu knocked hard on the bed surface and sighed. Her mind was a mess as she lay on the bed. 

Feeling sleepy, she unknowingly fell asleep. 

 

After an unknown period of time, Qiao Mu was awakened by a knock on the door. Outside the room, 

there was a commotion as a servant shouted from outside, “”Second Miss, something happened to Sir!” 

 

Qiao Mu abruptly opened her eyes and stared blankly in the direction of the door. She was unsure if she 

was dreaming or if she was actually listening to reality. 

 

Then, the voice outside the door sounded again, repeating the same content.”Second Miss, something 

happened to Sir!” 

 

Qiao Mu immediately got off the bed and rushed to the door. She opened it and asked, “”What 

happened to my dad?” 

 

“Sir was in a car accident. His high blood pressure acted up and he’s in the hospital.” The servant said 

nervously. 

 



Qiao Mu’s eyes widened, and her legs went weak as she held onto the door frame. ” Is my father 

alright? ” 

 

“It’s just a small car accident. It’s not serious, but he didn’t take his medicine in time for high blood 

pressure, so he was hospitalized. Madam has already rushed over… 

 

Qiao Mu didn’t have time to finish listening and immediately rushed out of the room. 

 

On the way, Qiao Mu clenched her fists nervously. In the Qiao family, she only had her father as a 

relative. She had always thought that her father was in his prime, and she had never thought that 

anything would happen to him! 

 

Qiao Mu rushed to the hospital. When she saw that Qiao Jiannan was not injured and was lying on the 

hospital bed, chatting with Yu Tingyun, her anxious heart finally relaxed. 

 

When Qiao Jiannan saw Qiao Mu, he smiled and waved at her. ” Mumu, you’re here. Look at how pale 

your little face is. You must have been frightened by me, right? ” 

 

Qiao Mu took a step forward. ” Daddy, how did you get into a car accident?! ” Didn’t Uncle Li, Daddy’s 

chauffeur, have twenty years of driving experience? Why are you driving so carelessly! ” 

 

“You can’t blame Old Li. A car suddenly crashed into me, but fortunately, it braked in time. My arm was 

hit, but it’s not serious. It’s just that my blood pressure rose and I didn’t find any medicine. Sigh, this is 

how old people are!” 

 

Qiao Mu’s heart ached when she saw Qiao Jiannan’s dissatisfied frown. She could not help but say, 

“”Daddy isn’t old. He’s still young!” 

 

“Jiannan, have you called the police?” Yu Tingyun asked. The other party is 

 

driving so carelessly. He might be drunk driving!” 

 



“At this time of the evening, I don’t think it was drunk driving. I called the police, but Old Li saw that the 

other party’s car didn’t have a license plate. He ran away without stopping after hitting someone. It 

seems like he deliberately came to hit me.” 

 

Qiao Mu frowned.”Daddy, we must get to the bottom of this matter.” 

 

Yu Tingyun nonchalantly changed the topic and said to Qiao Mu, “”You can go back first. I’ll stay behind 

to take care of your father tonight.” 

 

“Aunt Yun, let me stay.” 

 

“No need. Your father is used to me taking care of him.” She absolutely would not let Qiao Jiannan and 

Qiao Mu be alone, nor would she give Qiao Mu any chance to peep at the Qiao family’s assets! 

 

Qiao Mu accompanied Qiao Jiannan in the hospital for a while before leaving. When she returned to the 

Qiao family’s residence, the sky was already dark. 

 

When he passed by the Li family’s villa, the lights were still bright. He thought about how Yu Yiduo said 

that she was going to pick up Li Yan’s father at the airport in the afternoon. The family of three must be 

reunited at this moment! 

 

At the same time, in the Abundance of Gold and Jade Hotel, four men were eating and talking about 

foreign business. 

 

Big brother, when I went to check on our goods, I happened to find a big secret. I’m sure you’ll be 

interested! ” Ling Xi smiled.. 

Chapter 310: She Had Been Planning to Leave! 

 

Li Yan glanced at Ling Xi. Before he could ask, Ling Xi said impatiently, “”lt’s related to the Yu 

Corporation! The cosmetics under the Yu Corporation are shipped back from abroad through smuggling 

channels. The volume of goods is not just ordinary!” 

 



Lu Jingzhi sneered. ” Yu Tingyun is really bold. How dare she evade taxes! ‘ Why don’t you take a look at 

your own ability? You don’t have the ability to deal with the aftermath, but you still dare to play with 

fire!” 

 

It seems that Yu Tingyun has nowhere else to go. The Yu Corporation is just a shell on the surface. It will 

fall apart with a slight touch. ” As Su Chen spoke, he looked at Li Yan. ” Big Brother, Uncle and Auntie 

have returned to the country. 

 

Are you prepared to make a move on the Yu Corporation? ” 

 

Li Yan smirked coldly. ” Do we need to prepare to deal with Yu Tingyun? I didn’t do anything because I 

wanted to give her more time to struggle on at death’s door. I want to see what she can do when she 

has no other way out!” 

 

It was too easy to make her lose everything. What he wanted was to let Yu Tingyun slowly enjoy the 

feeling of losing something! 

 

“Looks like the Yu family will soon change hands.” After Ling Xi finished speaking, he suddenly realized 

something and immediately changed his words, said the wrong thing. It should be returned to its 

original owner!” 

 

Su Chen looked at Li Yan and asked with a smile, “”Big Brother, why didn’t you bring your little nephew 

here today? Have you been getting along well with your little nephew recently?” 

 

Li Yan raised his eyes and glanced at Su Chen. ” When did you become so nosy? 

 

Su Chen shrugged. ” I’m just asking. ‘ 

 

It seemed like this man was still unaware of Qiao Mu’s entry. 

 

Forget it. He did not want to interfere in their matters. 

 



On the way back after the dinner, Li Yan was wondering if Qiao Mu had returned from the Qiao family 

when he received a message from her. “Uncle, my father is hospitalized. I have to stay at home tonight 

and wait for the letter. I can’t go back.” 

 

Li Yan immediately dialed the number, and Qiao Mu quickly picked it up. 

 

“”Uncle, did you see my message?” 

 

“Yes.” ” When are you coming back? ” Li Yan replied calmly. 

 

The man spoke so naturally, as if the Li family was her home. 

 

“Uncle, your parents are back. It’s not good for me to stay at your house, right?” 

 

“They don’t live at home.” 

 

“Huh?” 

 

“My mom doesn’t like to live here. She lives in another place with my dad.” 

 

Qiao Mu entered the bathroom to fill up the bathtub as she listened to the call. Just as she was about to 

say something, her hand suddenly slipped and her phone fell to the tiled floor. 

 

Shocked, she quickly picked up the phone. Then, she saw that the phone screen was covered in 

spiderweb-like cracks. The screen had shattered! 

 

She had smashed the phone that Li Yan had lent her! 

 

The call continued, and a man’s voice came from the phone.”What’s wrong? What’s that sound?” 

 



Qiao Mu was on the verge of tears as she mumbled pitifully, “”Uncle, I made a mistake. Please forgive 

me!” 

 

“Hmm?” The soft voice on the other end made Li Yan have the urge to appear in front of her. 

 

This little thing really knew how to seduce people! 

 

“I just smashed my phone screen,” Qiao Mu said nervously. But you can’t blame me. I was too 

engrossed in talking to you and accidentally fell to the ground.” 

 

So, can you not let me pay?” She couldn’t afford it! 

 

The corner of Li Yan’s eyes twitched. This little thing really made him helpless! 

 

When he gave her the phone, he had casually said that he was lending it to her. She had really thought 

that he would make her pay for it! 

 

Even if she wasn’t in front of him, he could imagine how pitiful she looked with her face scrunched up. 

 

He sighed helplessly and lowered his voice, “”You don’t have to pay for it. Bring me the phone 

tomorrow. I’ll get someone to fix it.” “Okay, thank you, Uncle.. You’re so nice!” 


